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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talk based on a chapter from Science Museum book – in your reading list, although under the museums/collections section - Natasha McEnroe, Medicine An Imperfect Science (London: Scala Arts & Heritage, 2020). Wanted to explore the role of the pharmacy through shops. With a shop on every high street, pharmacists have always been one of the most visible health practitioners. The businesses themselves have also left us with a wide range of fascinating objects from carboys to specie jars, drug runs to dispensing signs. And as a museum curator, this is something that I’m particularly interested in. And also just to note that throughout the talk I’m investigating historical images, using them as primary sources and a way to consider what the actual shops looked like as well as what the images were intended to convey. And of course a shop was a key part of the set up here at Apothecaries’ Hall – reflected today by the shop downstairs in the new entrance. The original shown here in two guises – satirical swipe from Thomas Rowlandson in the early 1800s and a photography of the actual shop in its swansong – it closed in 1922. I’ll come back to both images later.  What I’m going to do today is take a look at the story focusing on examples from London although many of the historical developments ring true across the country. I’ll tell a broadly chronological history, starting with what we know about the earliest apothecaries and taking us up to the 19th century. Stuart will then take us from the 19th century onwards in the next lecture.  



Oxford Street

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today, the pharmacist’s role is so bound up with retail business that many people would be hard pressed to remember that they also work in significant numbers in hospitals, not to mention in industry or academia. Today – Boots at 385 Oxford Street, historically – John Bell at 338, but renumbering means that I think this is now close to where Top Shop is today off Oxford Circus. Bell's pharmacy was established in 1798, and grew to be extremely successful – now John Bell and Croyden on Wigmore St. Will come back to that family. This focus on the shop was, and still is, a mixed blessing for pharmacy. The taint of trade caused reputational issues. The struggle to establish a pharmacy profession by the Victorian chemists and druggists surrounding Jacob Bell, John Bell's son,  was exacerbated because they were not taken seriously as educated science-based practitioners.  Accusations of prioritising profit over altruistic healing was so easily presented by the opposition (usually university-educated physicians, or examined apothecaries with the weight of their livery company behind them). Today’s community pharmacists contend with the reality that many customers are buying their lunchtime sandwich or picking up toothpaste or nappies, rather than benefiting from their significant expertise in pharmacology, dosage delivery systems and adverse drug reactions. Some customers’ impatience to wait for their prescription illustrates their misunderstanding of the pharmacists’ clinical role.But the shop also has its benefits. Promoted in recent years as “the scientist on the high street”, the pharmacist has always been visible and accessible in a way that a doctor or surgeon is not. And for historians and museum curators, the sheer quantity of stuff that a pharmacy uses, displays and produces means they leave a significant trace in collections so plenty to research.



The Apothecary engraved by Dr Rock c.1750  (Wellcome Collection)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As I’m sure you’ve now heard a number of times in the course so far, tracing community pharmacy in this country means examining the role of the apothecary. Most famous apothecary?When William Shakespeare described an apothecary’s premises in Romeo and Juliet (1597), its owner is “in tattered weeds” in a “needy shop” stocked with “a beggarly account of empty boxes, green earthen pots, bladders and musty seeds, remnants of packthread and old cakes of roses.”  Here was a retailer struggling to make a living, his poor circumstances linked to his willingness to supply poison to the doomed lovers.This engraving, inspired by Shakespeare's verse, but dating from mid-18th century shows us an apothecary sorting his medicinal herbs,  a jar of leeches ready on the windowsill, medicines in jars and drawers behind the counter, and various creatures handing from the ceiling. It was sold by a dealer on St Martin's Lane. As a re-cap: In London, apothecaries developed as a sub-group in the Grocers’ livery company. They had grown from the trades of the pepperer and the spicer, both dealing in exotic ingredients, some with medicinal value.First pepperers' gild est in 1180, so a long London history. Lots of overlap in names/roles/goods so that it's difficult to establish distinct apothecaries in many cases in this period. But evidence of shop leases, detailed in their wills, sometimes alongside their goods eg mortars For example, William Alvethly's will in 1378 records him as an apothecary, leaving his shop in Wood Street to be lived in by his servant Matilda, left its lease to one of his executors Robert Holderness, and its contents – vessels, utensils and 2 mortars to his assistant and fellow apothecary, John Bovyndon and his wife Cecilia. . 



The 'Copper-plate Map' c.1556-58 (thanks to Nicholas Wood)

...on both sides throughout is possessed
of grocers and apothecaries towards the 

west end... 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Where would we look for apothecaries in London?In London, apothecaries clustered around Soper Lane (now Queen Street), Cheapside and Bucklersbury from the 14th century onwards. Ordinance of City of London in 1364 made it clear that any member of a “mystery” or specific gild could keep shop and sell by retail only the goods belonging to his own mystery – led to restricted commodities/expertise.John Stow in his 1598 Survey described Bucklersbury as “on both sides throughout is possessed of grocers and apothecaries towards the west end...” A Venetian visitor in around 1618 noted that this area was “full of apothecaries’ shops on either side of the way.”   Map in image is the “Copperplate” map, c.1556-8 – first “proper” map of London. 



Apothecaries' Hall, Blackfriars , 1831 (Wellcome Collection)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The apothecaries finally broke free from the Grocers when the Worshipful Society of Apothecaries was granted its royal charter in 1617, establishing a specialised body to represent, develop and regulate a membership of practitioners with pharmacy skills  Like other livery companies in the City of London, its role included oversight of the apprentices entering the trade and, in its specific pharmaceutical guise, it gained the power to search apothecaries’ shops to inspect the quality of their drugs. The Society of Apothecaries’ reach was only seven miles from the City, but there were also many people carrying out similar roles across the country. For example, the historian Alan Withey has found at least 124 identifiable apothecaries in Welsh records in the period 1600 to1762.This image is from the early 19th century, but we can see the shop window.  We don’t know its exact opening date, but sources imply that a designated retail space was there from the start of the laboratory and in Jan 1673 the Court Minutes record that  the Elaboratory is ordered to pay the Society rent for a shop (CM 14 Jan 1672/3).�On April 28th  1674 it is recorded that the laboratory shop should be moved ‘to the end of the walk under the gallery unto the first pillar and further if there be occasion.’  Anna is the expert on the Apothecaries’ history and you’ll find out more in the last session of today.



From Michel Morel The Expert Doctor's Dispensatory 1657 (Wellcome Collection)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What did an apothecary's shop look like? The majority of sources are written. This is a rare 17th century image - Engraving from a book sold by N. Brooke at the Angell in Cornhill. Shows jars, drawers, mortars and distillation apparatus. With apothecary installed behind the counter. Sources are scarce that detail apothecary shop exteriors in this early period. When Cornelius Lyde, a druggist, became the lessee of the “Black Lyon” site on Fleet Street in June 1729, it had “two large sash windows in front glazed with crown glass run double, outside shutters and iron pins and keys, a sash door with a shutter with a large H hinges and spring lock and two iron bolts and brass nob latch, a Gothick sash over the door, a Tuscan frontice piece with a pediment and intablature covered with lead.” Clearly security and aesthetics were both key concerns. The most detailed insight into the interior of London apothecaries’ shops is through inventories, investigated by the historian Patrick Wallis – some of his work on medical marketplaces on your reading list in the Early Modern section. The variety of different drugs is startling: two  apothecaries each held more than 200 different substances. Apothecaries also stocked spirits, dyes, artists’ pigments, chocolate, perfumes and tobacco, only some of which  had any medicinal value. These blurred boundaries meant that apothecaries were not solely medical traders



Jar images: RPS Museum
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By the mid-17th century, apothecaries’ shops developed a distinct style with rows of ceramic jars on extensive runs of shelving. There was a practical need for significant storage for a dizzying number of jars, pots, boxes and barrels. Wallis’s analysis reveals a significant proportion of apothecary shops’ value was represented by fixtures and equipment, and that expenditure on decorative jars was without parallel in other retail trades.  French pharmacy, 18th century gives us an idea.



Image: Wellcome Collection
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What did they sell?Image – late 17th century advert for Paris Pill and Balsamick Electuary from J.Sherwood, bookseller at Popings Alley gate,  Fleet Street. . Unlike Shakespeare's poor Italian apothecary, many British apothecary shops in the 17th and 18th centuries were vibrant places, acting literally as a window on the medicines available to those that could afford them, and increasingly embracing exotic global discoveries alongside more traditional remedies and recipes.Before 1650, the rise of new apothecary shops as highly specialised retailers reflected the sheer number of new imported drugs available, including aloes from China and Borneo; mercury from Tibet; camphor from Sumatra and Java; myrrh from the Arabian and African coasts; and senna, rhubarb and sarsaparilla from the Americas. Although cinchona was established as a remedy in England by the 1670s, John Quincy wrote in 1718, “This Simple is so lately brought into Medicine, that there is little to be met with in Authors about it; and People's Notions seem yet so confus'd and undetermin'd concerning its Virtues and Efficacy.”  Exotic goods were flowing into the country so rapidly that their medical usage was struggling to keep up.For centuries, people had turned first to their own remedies, often made up from hedgerow ingredients. This practice did not change overnight as imported substances became available. Surviving records show that “kitchen-physic” continued and was encouraged by published recipe books. A spectrum of remedies existed from established native plants, through recipes that combined local and shop-bought ingredients, to a wide range of ready-made products created by the apothecary including cordials, vomits, purges and pills. 



Thomas Rowlandson The Dance of Death 1816 (Wellcome Collection)

it is little wonder so many young apothecaries set up... anew, 
and open shops in every corner almost of the City, for it requires 
no great sum to purchase fine painted and guilded Pots, Boxes, 
& Glasses; and a little stock is improveable to a manifold proportion 
of what is capable of in other trades

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Were apothecaries trusted salesmen?The rows of drug jars fulfilled a purpose, but there was no practical reason for their high level of decoration: plain ceramics and cheaper wooden boxes or drawers could and did store pharmaceutical goods. Wallis argues that the drug jars established a separation between the raw material and the finished product, in order to highlight the apothecaries’ labour and the authenticity and reliability of the drugs. They were therefore part of the apothecaries’ promotional technique. Not every consumer felt comforted by their value. In 1670, physician Jonathan Goddard observed “it is little wonder so many young apothecaries set up... anew, and open shops in every corner almost of the City [of London], for it requires no great sum to purchase fine painted and guilded Pots, Boxes, & Glasses; and a little stock is improveable to a manifold proportion of what is capable of in other trades.” Could inexperienced or duplicitous apothecaries prioritise style over susbstance? This Rowlandson cartoon makes the same point – can you trust your apothecary??Glass containers were less common than ceramic, partly due to their expense. In 1637 the London apothecary John Arnold’s shop contained 117 “glasses” of different kinds, as well as 295 pots and jars, and 183 boxes and barrels. 



Advert for Daniel Swann, Chymist, c.1750 (Wellcome Collection)

charges of leaf-gold for gilding pots, glasses, pills, 
electuaries, boles &c, which serve only to raise the bill.
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One of the key factors to understand about apothecaries and a message that they themselves continued to put across was that they were not just shopkeepers, but scientists and even natural philosophers. This amazing tradecard shows how one chymist tried to put across his image – Daniel Swann on Panton Street..Another distinctive symbol of the apothecary shop was exotic animals hanging from the ceiling. In Shakespeare’s apothecary’s premises “a tortoise hung, An alligator stuffed, and other skins Of ill-shaped fishes.”  The London apothecary Thomas Prescott listed a stuffed alligator in his 1686 inventory, and Thomas Johnson showed the first bananas to reach England in his shop window in the spring of 1633.  These displays of natural history suggested luxury, mystery and also scholarship linked with the growing public interest in natural philosophy. An apothecary’s reputation could be coupled to the idea of informed scientific enquiry and debate. In spite, or perhaps because, of the level of success achieved by many apothecaries in this period, their shops were designed to reassure as well as attract customers. Apothecaries were subjected to public attacks over poisoning, excessive profiteering from exotic ingredients, and exploiting the sick and dying. Christopher Merrett, writing as a successful physician in 1669, questioned the apothecary’s motives by commenting that they should spare the patient the “charges of leaf-gold for gilding pots, glasses, pills, electuaries, boles &c, which serve only to raise the bill.”



J.G. Murray The apothecary John Simmonds & his apprentice William 1842 (Wellcome Collection) 

all sorts of Chemical and Galenical Medicines... 
the very best French and English Hungary Waters, 
Lavender and Mineral Waters, Daffy’s and Stoughton’s 
Elixir, etc. Wholesale and Retail... Physicians Preparations 
made... Chests of Medicines for Gentlemen and Exportation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By 1834 the Master of the Apothecaries, its senior officer, reported that only six members were practising pharmacy exclusively. The impact of the Rose Case of 1704/5 and the Apothecaries Act of 1815 shifted some power from the College of Physicians to the Society of Apothecaries, meaning that apothecaries were able to had choose a medical path, leaving the chemists and druggists to take the medicinal one. Unusual image from 1842 looking at the back room – with shop in distance. [Point out some details?] This is John Bell's shop on Oxford Street. Medicines were still made on site, and sold in the front shop – with great expertise in chemistry coupled with promotional skills. In parallel there was a growth through the 18th century in the manufacture and distribution of commercially promoted proprietary medicines. Names such as Daffy’s Elixir, Dr James’s Fever Powder and Dalby’s Carminative were originally formulated by a single man, but quickly grew to be household names, marketed vigorously. Pre-packaged products were a novelty compared to home-prepared or made-to-order medicines, but the consumers were there owing to the increasing number of waged jobs. In addition, developing transport networks, and especially the rise of the railway system, meant that supply could meet demand. Patent medicines were a new development, but traditional products still survived. Adverts for John Toovey on the Strand show that he stocked products prepared on the premises alongside others bought in, both wholesale and retail. He prepared “all sorts of Chemical and Galenical Medicines... the very best French and English Hungary Waters, Lavender and Mineral Waters, Daffy’s and Stoughton’s Elixir, etc. Wholesale and Retail... Physicians Preparations made... Chests of Medicines for Gentlemen and Exportation.” Like its forerunners, this was is still a retail business covering a broad base. 



D.T. Egerton A Young Man outside a Pharmacy c.1820 (Wellcome Collection)

inordinate love of plate-glass, and a passion for gas-lights and gilding... 
[it then] burst out again amongst the chemists; the symptoms were the same, 
with the addition of a strong desire to stick the Royal Arms over the shop-door, 
and a great rage for mahogany, varnish and expensive floor-cloth.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This image has no sign showing it's a pharmacy, but early 19th century viewers would know simply from the contents in the window.By the 1830s, Charles Dickens noted that linen-drapers and haberdashers were the first to embrace new technology with an “inordinate love of plate-glass, and a passion for gas-lights and gilding... [it then] burst out again amongst the chemists; the symptoms were the same, with the addition of a strong desire to stick the Royal Arms over the shop-door, and a great rage for mahogany, varnish and expensive floor-cloth.”  From the 18th century, mahogany “drug run” drawers displayed an impressive breadth of available products with their gilded labels providing a decorative stock-list.  Window displays were an opportunity to make a shop distinctive, and for chemists the items to be included were carboys, large globular glass vessels, and specie jars, large decorative cylindrical lidded containers. In 1775, Lichtenberg wrote that Cheapside looked “as if it were illuminated for some festivity: the apothecaries and druggists display glasses filled with gay-coloured spirits...”. 



H. Heath Physic 1825 (Wellcome Collection)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Placing carboys in windows may originally have had a practical use for preparing tinctures by maceration, which required heat and light, but they soon developed a purely decorative function. Formulae for coloured liquids to fill them with were published repeatedly. Meanwhile specie jars also escaped their origins as large storage containers, perhaps first simply being stored in the window due to lack of space, but taking on symbolic value gradually. They first emerged in suppliers’ catalogues in the 1830s decorated with gilding and coats of arms, alongside enormous pear-shaped and swan-necked carboys.  Both were intended to entice the customer with the promise of quality and entrepreneurial success.



Images: Wellcome Collection/RPS Museum

Swarms of chemists, who, without 
education, qualification, or 

experience, impudently take upon 
themselves to prescribe for all 

manner of ailments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Commercially, the sale of medicines through a shop was becoming very profitable, But chemists and druggists in the 1840s were subject to stinging criticism. Blackwood's magazine in July 1841 described “swarms of chemists, who, without education, qualification, or experience, impudently take upon themselves to prescribe for all manner of ailments.”  A Select Committee on Medical Poor Relief in 1844 heard about “The easy access to the druggist’s shop, vying with the gin palace in its tempting decorations...” The Pharmaceutical Journal admitted in 1843 that “Unfortunately in most country towns not only is every Grocer and Oilman a Druggist but almost every Druggist is a Grocer and Oilman. The Druggist has no badge or credentials to designate his superior qualification, in fact, he is not of necessity more qualified than the Grocer.”In this climate, the Pharmaceutical Society, founded on 15 April 1841, aimed to establish pharmacy as a profession, built on a national membership organisation and a stringent educational scheme leading to an examination-only route to universal registration. They had to overcome the overtones of quackery and the long history of trade, viewed superciliously by physicians and politicians. Jacob Bell, son of John Bell, was freed up by his father's successful business to employ managers and staff, and spend his time involved in pharmacy politics – even MP for St Albans. But I’ll leave this and subsequent developments to Stuart, and focus instead for the remainder of my talk on the Victorian pharmacy and its appearance.



some old establishments a much larger number of drawers 
were used than is generally the case in those of the present 
day. The pharmaceutist now uses, with advantage, a larger 
number of bottles, and not so many drawers.

Image: Blists Hill (credit: extraordinarychaos.com)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we’ve seen in some of the earlier images, the “drug run” was a commonplace as a practical solution to the raft of prepared and raw ingredients needed to fulfil the customers’ demands. Often hidden from the customers’ view behind the counter and beneath the shelves of jars and bottles, this large set of labelled drawers contained a wide range of raw materials and finished products. However, writing in London in 1848, Theophilus Redwood reckoned that in “some old establishments a much larger number of drawers were used than is generally the case in those of the present day. The pharmaceutist now uses, with advantage, a larger number of bottles, and not so many drawers.”  



Images: Wellcome Collection

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Inside the Victorian pharmacy, ceramic jars remained a feature although more uniformly coloured and labelled mass-produced earthenware had taken over from its delftware predecessors. Ceramic jars were still widely used for soft preparations such as extracts and ointments, but glass was used to store liquids, powders, pills and chemicals. The growing popularity of glass bottles, known as “shoprounds”, was matched by technical developments in bottle manufacturing.  Having first appeared in the late 1700s, they were a regular sight by the 1840s with specialised stoppers and neck designs for different substances.The colours and shapes of bottles became symbolic, as features of delftware jars had been in earlier centuries. The use of specific bottles to denote poisons – usually ribbed and hexagonal for dispensed products, cylindrical within the pharmacy – was not mandatory until 1899, although the 1868 Pharmacy Act required that “containers for storage [of poisons] should be tied over, capped, locked or otherwise secured in a manner different from that in which other articles are kept.” After 1899, the more established blue poison bottles were matched by a popularity for green glass.  - Apothecaries 1920s – bottles and jars. 



Wallis Pharmaceutical Chemist, 78 Essex Road, 1902 (Wellcome Collection)

long dispensing counter... is well hidden from customers 
by the upright showcase in the front of it, wherein are 
displayed brushes and many other toilet-articles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rather than dispensing medicines on the counter, the trend later in the 19th century was to work out of public view in a small dispensary or behind decorative glass screens. This sub-division of space differed between shops and over time.  In Henry Deane’s pharmacy in Clapham, London, the “long dispensing counter... is well hidden from customers by the upright showcase in the front of it, wherein are displayed brushes and many other toilet-articles.” The skill of the pharmacist thus became concealed from view – a trend that has continued. The Victorian customer witnessed an explosion of proprietary medicines. Sales of branded medicines increased nearly ten-fold between 1855 and 1905 (with value from around ￡0.5m to ￡4m) while the population barely doubled, reflecting the incredible rise in working-class buying power. This went hand-in-hand with a massive expansion in advertising, particularly for medicinal products. In 1834, the London Medical Gazette claimed: “We can scarcely go into any street in London in which we do not see ‘Morison’s Universal Pills for the cure of every disease’ staring at us in large letters in the windows of one or more shops.”  By the end of the century, adverts for medicines plastered newspapers, railway stations and trams. Pharmacists faced significant competition from stationers, grocers, butchers, hairdressers and publicans, all of whom sold medicines. The number of retail outlets licensed to sell patent medicines increased from 10,000 in 1865 to over 40,000 in 1905, of which only about one-third were run by qualified pharmacists. 



Penton Pharmacy, c.1930/Heppel & Co. Chemists, 77-78 The Strand, 1912 (RPS 

a most profuse array of knick-knacks, 
not only such as pertain to ‘doctors’ stuff’, 
but lozenges, perfumery, soda-water powders, &c

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And this explosion of proprietary products is really clear in the surviving images of both the interior and exterior of pharmacy shops. These are 20th century images, but would have been true in the late Victorian period too. With so many competitors, pharmacists packed their shelves and windows high to attract customers to their wide range of branded goods. It could be argued that this increased pressure on pharmacies to sell an expanded range of goods exposed a tension with the maintenance of a professional image. In 1843, Charles Knight explained that simple displays of carboys were being overtaken by “a most profuse array of knick-knacks, not only such as pertain to ‘doctors’ stuff’, but lozenges, perfumery, soda-water powders, &c.”  Science Museum sign – range of products. And of course, that extremely broad range of products sold in pharmacies has continued to the present day – presenting opportunities but also arguably obscuring the scientific medical role of the pharmacist.And there has also been a legacy of the material culture seen in the earliest pharmacy shops although it has become diluted to the point of symbolism. I’ll finish by showing you what I mean with a few examples.



R. Mellowes, Enfield, 1959 (RPS Museum)

Presenter
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PR photo by PSGB in 1959 – so selected as the image that the professional body wanted to portray as “the community pharmacist” Mr Mellowes in Enfield. Victorian/Edwardian fixtures and fittings still very much in place, but stacked with current pre-packaged medicines in most cases.  Pride in the history? Note even got delftware jars and an ?18th century carboy on the top shelves.



Wallas & Co, 45 New Cavendish Street (Wellcome Collection)

Presenter
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And carboys continued in shop windows as a symbol. This is Wallas & Co est 1897 in Oxford Street. At this premises until at least 1950s. I remember carboys until very recently in many pharmacies, repros sold extensively. Now less common as pharmacy interiors have been refitted to look more clinical – example 



Woodside Pharmacy, 2017 (Ben Gilbert/Wellcome Collection)
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Photo taken by Ben Gilbert as part of the Pharmagraphics project I worked on for Wellcome – Woodside Pharmacy in Leytonstone – still taking inspiration from historical material culture if only in symbolic form – carboys, pestle and mortar, Rx symbol for prescriptions and even the cup of Hygeia -  mythological symbol associated with medicine and pharmacy. As the daughter and assistant of Asclepius, Hygeia tended to her father’s temples with a bowl of medicinal potion from which the serpent of wisdom drank, according to ancient Greek mythology. Plus note the green cross, adopted in the UK as a pharmacy symbol in 1984.



Continuity or 
change? 
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So I’d argue that there’s both continuity and change to recognise, both in terms of aesthetics and appearance as well as the fact that more recent challenges have echoes in the issues that pharmacists have faced in previous centuries. In terms of continuity, it has been argued that community pharmacists are returning to their apothecary – or general practice - roots with more clinical services, a shop that includes consultation areas and treatment for minor ailments, and as well as a broad range of products. Wider ongoing themes clearly include:- competition from alternative retailers. In the story that I’ve told, between apothecaries, chemists and druggist and other sellers of medicine in the earlier centuries, and between chemists, pharmacists, stationers, publicans and many others in the 19th century. Of course, this continues -   in recent decades firstly from the emergence of the supermarket, initially for the sale of non-prescription drugs, and then for prescription medicines from in-store pharmacies. Now medicines online, with the traditional shop completely obsolete in this transaction – and a whole raft of ethical and regulatory challenges to accompany the concept and practicalities of internet pharmacy. Certainly an ongoing tension between the desire to present pharmacy as a long-established profession including through the use of historical items and symbols, versus the presentation of the practice of cutting edge scientists employing up-to-date therapeutics. Certainly something that I experienced first hand as the curator at the Royal Pharmaceutical Society – a body that continues to have a complicated relationship with its history. And finally, there’s also an ongoing tension between community pharmacy as trade and profession. Just like the apothecary, the pharmacist has to answer to the twin demands of commercialism and professional altruism. But the value of the shop, of personal interaction with an expert in medicines at the point of purchase, of seeing a range of products in order to make an individual choice, of entering a retail space as a consumer, is one that seems set to endure.
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